The PPS Glide is an innovative, air assisted safe
patient handling solution.
Similar to an air hockey table, our technology reduces friction by
circulating low pressure, high volume air through thousands of micro
perforations. This creates a cushion of air upon which the patient can
be effortlessly moved from one surface to another.
Enhanced ergonomics and ease of use significantly reduces the
amount of exertion required for patient transfers, and allows
for greater patient comfort, increased operational efficiency
and a safer workplace for caregivers. Portability, a small
storage footprint, and radiology compatibility are all added
benefits.

The PPS Glide is the optimal safe patient handling product to
meet your patient transfer needs in any patient care venue,
especially the ED, OR, ICU, cath lab. Lateral transfer devices like
the PPS Glide have been shown to require nearly 90% less
exertion than a standard drawsheet.

Caregivers
can safely
transfer the
largest of
patients.

Enhances
caregiver
and patient
safety alike.

Radiolucent
and MRI
compatible.

Comes in
multiple
sizes.

The PPS Glide allows two caregivers to laterally
transfer a patient safely while reducing the potential for back
injury. The core of the system is an inflatable mat that lifts and floats the
patient on a cushion of air, that with little effort, caregivers can transfer
even the very large patients from one surface to another.

Product Features
Extended Pull Handles
Two caregivers can laterally transfer a
patient with the siderails up while
maintaining an upright ergonomic
posture.

Blower Unit
This lightweight unit supports all
three PPS Glide transfer mat sizes,
for patients up to 1000 lbs.

Compact Roller Tote
Makes transport and storage of the PPS
Glide system simple.

Machine-Washable
The transfer mat is machine-washable,
making cleaning convenient.

Enhanced Security for Patients
Safety straps and thermal protection help
position the patient for enhanced comfort
during transfer.

Available in Multiple Sizes
Regular, Large and Bariatric for patients up
to 1000 lbs..

The solution is
Item Part Number
3062-500-028
3062-500-032
3062-500-046
3062-500-128
3062-500-132
3062-500-146
3060-400-110
3061-045-100
3061-045-012
3060-001-041
3060-001-146
3061-120-028
3061-120-032
3061-120-046

Item Description
28” REGULAR MAT COATED STRAPS
32” LARGE MAT COATED STRAPS
46” BARIATRIC MAT COATED STRAPS
28” REGULAR MAT BRAIDED STRAPS
32” LARGE MAT BRAIDED STRAPS
46” BARIATRIC MAT BRAIDED STRAPS
110V BLOWER UNIT, DOMESTIC
PPS GLIDE BLOWER CADDY
KIT, CADDY WALL MOUNT
TOTE
TRANSFER BRIDGE
28” PROTECTIVE SHEET
32” PROTECTIVE SHEET
46” PROTECTIVE SHEET
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